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»It is not so easy to recognize the period and
age of paintings«. Visual and Textual Evidence in
Giulio Mancini’s Considerazioni sulla pittura and in
Early Modern Connoisseurship
In 1957, Luigi Salerno argued that Giulio Mancini anticipated the historical
»transformation from virtuoso to connoisseur«, which occurred in the eighteenth century.1 In his commentary to Mancini’s Considerazioni sulla pittura,
Salerno extolled Mancini for his »acute sensibility« to paintings, which attested
to Mancini’s extensive first-hand observation of pictures; Salerno responded
in particular here to the Sienese physician’s precepts for distinguishing an original from a copy.2 Thirty years later Carlo Ginzburg similarly identified Mancini
with the development of empirical practices of connoisseurship, adumbrating
the conjectural epistemological approach of this clinician-connoisseur, whom
Ginzburg argued anticipated Giovanni Morelli.3 The contributions of Salerno
and Ginzburg, both of whom failed to recognize that Mancini’s recommendations on distinguishing copies and originals were not wholly new, have formed
the bedrock on which many studies of Mancini’s Considerazioni rest.4 The
Sienese physician has been praised for his observational skills and blamed
for unoriginal theories.5 Yet scholars of the Considerazioni have often ignored
the crucial relationship between historical information, precept, and empirical
practices in Mancini’s treatise and in broader cultural activities. This is owing
to the still lingering modern prejudice against textual sources on art, particularly in relation to practices of connoisseurship, which has been construed as a
science of the eye.6 For example, Donatella Sparti protests against any potential practical utility for the Considerazioni in the realm of connoisseurship,
which she conflates with attribution, and argues that it is scarcely believable
that anyone wishing to learn how to authenticate a picture would have taken
up this treatise.7 Moreover, anyone in the seventeenth century seeking to
make attributions would have turned to an artist, not a physician, she states.8
What remains unclear is how Sparti could envision the act of authentication
being easily or at all separated from the other related processes of reception
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and judgment that Mancini outlined in his Considerazioni. To understand the
Considerazioni requires that the modes of observation Mancini recommended
to and presumed among his readers be examined against the knowledge he
was codifying and in relation to contemporary practices of connoisseurship.9

Recognition
Mancini addressed the role of observation in the judgment of painting in his
chapter Ricognizione delle pitture, the penultimate chapter in both the Discorso
di pittura (ca. 1617–19) and in the first part of the later Considerazioni (ca. 1619–
1625).10 The fact that Mancini devoted an entire chapter to recognition and
closely aligned it to his celebrated chapter Regole per comprare, collocare e
conservare le pitture affirms that he believed techniques of recognition to be
fundamental to the process of judging works for purchase and display in a
collection. The crucial importance of this act is confirmed as well in the Introduction to the Considerazioni (though not discussed in the Introduction to the
Discorso), where the author united it with judgment in the process of evaluating color, perspective, and the affetti.11
The etymology of ricognizione casts into greater relief Mancini’s conception of observation in connoisseurship. On the one hand, this term, which
derived from the Latin ricognoscere, denoted attentive observation.12 On the
other, seventeenth-century definitions of the verb ricognoscere indicate it was
a form of observation associated with both completeness and precision. The
Italian-English dictionary edited by Giovanni Torriano translated the verb as
»to recognize, [...] to survey, or take perfect notice of.«13 With the latter two
definitions, Torriano conveyed that he equated recognition with the complete
discernment of an object and all of its parts.14
Mancini’s most extensive treatment of the act of recognition appeared in
his unpublished treatise, Alcune considerazioni del’honore, when he articulated
what constituted a good general and soldier as well as physician.15 Fundamentally Aristotelian here, Mancini defined ricognizione as that good deliberation
in men of ingegno and general erudizione.16 Recognition is the capacity to elect
the good immediately; it is rapid judgment and successful decision-making
and the ability to judge well in all circumstances at all times.17 Mancini also laid
down how recognition issued from the intellectual habits of prudence and
wisdom.18 The man of ingegno for whom Mancini was writing could therefore
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teach himself how to recognize paintings, at least in part. But good native
ability to judge was inadequate – a man who wished to become knowledgeable necessarily had to look at art and to expose himself to the judgments of
others. Whereas in his Discorso, Mancini explained that in order to recognize
and judge the various period styles of painting, here »nothing can be said
other than [...] to practice, see and ask [questions],« in his Considerazioni he
argued that skill in judging could be acquired through the practice of looking
and considering »the similitude […], equality or inequality« of one work to another as well as through hearing »the judgment of other intendenti.«19 Mancini’s
ideas concerning the role of observation and experience find a close analogy
in the work of the English theorist Franciscus Junius, who urged art lovers to
engage in a »a studious and daily exercise,« so that the amateur »shall […]
be able to know the one [style] from the other.«20 In this way, Junius’ readers
»accustomed their eyes to such a sure Facilitie in judging.«21

Copies and Originals
Mancini’s well-known remarks concerning the distinction between copies and
originals alluded to observational practices that he described elsewhere in his
chapter on recognition.
»[One must ask if] there is to be seen that frankness of the master, and
in particular in those parts that are necessarily made with resolution,
nor that can be conducted well through imitation, as, in particular, are
the hair, beard and eyes. So that when the ringlets of hair have to be
imitated they are made with painful toil [stento], which then appears in
the copy, and if the copyist does not want to imitate them, then they do
not have the perfection of the master.«22
As valuable and interesting as these insights are, however, they scarcely constitute a how-to recognize guide. Mancini never opined on the morphology of a
labored brushstroke any more than on a fluid and confident one. He evidently
supposed his readers could already distinguish frank and resolute handling
from one that betrayed »painful toil«. (He did articulate in the Discorso the
fact that originals would demonstrate a greater union of colors, though he
did not disclose how to recognize the greater blending of hues. This passage
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was dropped in the Considerazioni.)23 One still new to connoisseurship could
not therefore have automatically applied any of these critical terms to specific
material differences in the facture of individual painters, nor have carried out
judgments solely with the Considerazioni functioning as an instruction manual.
Rather, Mancini’s text, as will become clear, would have proved more useful
to one with experience, perhaps even considerable experience, in observing
paintings.
Mancini’s presumption in his chapter on recognition that his readers
already possessed experience in the autopsy of paintings is particularly evident in his first precept concerning the distinction of copies from originals.
One must ascertain if in »the painting [...] there be that perfection with which
the artificer, under whose name [the picture] is being proposed and sold,
[actually] worked.«24 In other words, one attempting to discern an original
from a copy needed to know an artist’s oeuvre and presumably those of other
related artists as well. Mancini presumed »una certa pratica«, and a substantial visual memory to evaluate whether a given object conformed to the style
or one of the styles practiced by an individual artist.25
Mancini likewise expected that his readers would already have or eventually acquire the skills necessary to distinguish the hand of a master from those
of his pupils or that of a copyist.26 In his broader discussion of recognition, he
recounted an anecdote that reveals the ritualized behaviors associated with
authenticating paintings in seventeenth-century Italy. He narrated how Annibale Carracci, soon after arriving in Rome, executed a copy of Christ Mocked
by Sebastiano del Piombo. Painting it on a new canvas, Annibale set it within
an old frame before hanging it on the wall for Cardinal Odoardo Farnese’s
inspection (Tafel 3). Farnese, observing it and attributing it to Sebastiano,
lamented that the manner of those old Renaissance masters had been lost.27
Annibale joked: »Monsignor illustrissimo, by the grace of God, I’m alive, nor
do I wish to die.«28 Farnese then removed the painting from the wall, and
glimpsing the new canvas, offered up the excuse that he had been deceived
by the old frame. Annibale snapped back: »Painting is made to be looked at
from the front and not from behind«, adding »that his [own] ordinary manner
appeared to him [to be] better than that one [of Sebastiano] and in the present and in the future he would work in his customary and natural manner«
[emphasis added].29
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Mancini communicated several lessons in this passage. Firstly, to date and
authenticate a painting by merely observing the rear rather than by analyzing
the artist’s pictorial manner was not a mark of a true intendente of painting.
Even if Joachim von Sandrart confessed to having examined the back of a
canvas before identifying the picture as a recent copy of a Giorgione, this was
no substitute for pictorial evidence.30 Indeed, Sandrart examined the reverse
only after a prolonged inspection of the painted image.31 Secondly, Annibale
was suggesting that Farnese should have recognized that the painting was not
by Sebastiano, but by an artist who was superior to Sebastiano, even though
Annibale was imitating Sebastiano. Reinforcing the idea that one learned
by listening to others’ judgments and comments (including those of artists),
Mancini repeated the quip of Cosimo de’ Medici that a copy contained two
arts, that of the original author and that of the copyist.32 This constituted
Mancini’s third and related point: a connoisseur must distinguish both styles
conjoined in a single copy, recognizing the hands of both the imitated artist
and the imitator. Incidentally, Mancini and Cosimo de’ Medici were not alone
in their belief that copies presented a proving ground for the connoisseur. In
the eighteenth century, connoisseurs of drawings such as Pierre-Jean Mariette
produced copies of old masters as a means of playfully testing the observational skills of their fellow cognoscenti.33
Mancini’s conception of the recognition of painting entailed the observation and distinction of sometimes very subtle stylistic differences. As he
argued in several distinct contexts of the Discorso and the Considerazioni, an
artist »has his own individual special property [and] even if he has made every
singular effort to imitate the things of the master [...] this distinct special property is recognized.«34 Mancini had already developed this idea in his earlier
treatise when declaring that if more than one artist worked in a particular
manner, as, for example, when students worked in the style of their master,
»it was necessary to detect the difference between the hand of the master
and the pupil, which could be done by acquiring knowledge of the defects of
the painting one has before one.«35 His example was the school of Raphael,
which he also took up in his recommendations for the display of art (reinforcing the connection between recognition and display), in which he set forth
a system that highlighted individual personalities within Raphael’s school as
well as their connections to the master.36 Altogether the connoisseur needed
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to acquire both breadth and depth of knowledge, that of masters and of
secondary artists: a complete understanding of the history of art.

Precepts and Organized Knowledge
When Mancini came to address the recognition of chronological distinctions
in his Discorso, he declared that this process should also be grounded upon
»observation and having seen and observed the manners, century by century«
[emphasis added].37 Yet Mancini demonstrated that these modes of observation simultaneously functioned as mechanisms of gathering and organizing knowledge as well. He outlined how the practice of recognition entailed
learning how to apply specific taxonomies to paintings according to a logical
sequence, beginning with the distinction between originals and forgeries or
copies, then turning to period style, followed by the recognition of regional
style, and concluding with a consideration of individual artists’ manners and a
judgment of the relative perfection of a painting.38
The obvious question arising in response to Mancini’s proposed procedure is how well the recognition of distinct stylistic attributes for each century
could be achieved through observation alone, particularly in light of the fact
that Mancini was treating periods of history prior to those fully discussed by
Vasari. Mancini, in fact, anticipated this question, implying that the identification of period styles entailed textual study that facilitated the organization of
historical knowledge through taxonomical classification. In the opening sentence of the chapter on recognition in the Discorso, Mancini articulated his
expectation that the act of recognizing painting followed the acquisition of the
historical knowledge he had compiled in the first chapters of his short treatise:
»Having proposed all the things that can be considered about painting, about
the nations, centuries, manners, masters, and their names, it remains to come
now to the other chapter which is the recognition of these paintings.«39 The
contents of the preceding chapters formed the historical knowledge which
connoisseurs could bring to bear upon the observation and recognition of
specific works. Though less specific in his Considerazioni, Mancini likewise
noted in the first sentence of the same chapter that »[i]t follows now that
the recognition of painting, that is, whether the painting that happens to be
presented to us has those requirements that we have proposed in any kind
of painting, be considered.«40 The inference was that recognition was both
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observation and a process of historical classification that Mancini had already
developed in his earlier chapters.
A more developed articulation of the fundamental role of his text in facilitating these acts of observation, recognition, and judgment of period and
regional styles appears in the second paragraph of this same chapter in his
Considerazioni.
»As to the period and age [of painting] it is not so easy to recognize it, it
being necessary to have a certain practice in knowing the variety of painting
as far as its [different] periods [go], as these antiquarians and librarians
have of characters, by which they recognize the period of the painting
[before them]. And concerning this period and age [it] is recognized by
the disegno, composition and colorito proper to whatever age [it may
be], as already noted above, as for example, [the manner of] working
with painful toil [operare stentato] with knowledge [of art] and perspective, but with dryness, [which] is proper to the adolescence of painting
from 1400 to about 1470, and that which is said about the adolescence
of painting must be understood for other eras, as is noted above. And
this mode [of recognition] will be learned that much more to the extent
that the paintings and painters will be considered according to the series
of periods that we propose [in this treatise], beyond the observance of
the clothing which was used from century to century and according to
which then the paintings have been made, [and] by the letters that are
sometimes seen in paintings.«41
Mancini argued that the ability to recognize historical periods presumed considerable experience in observing the degree to which the disegno, colorito
and composition in paintings corresponded to his proposed period classifications, adding that learning to observe paintings in accordance with his already
established taxonomies would facilitate the recognition of period styles of
each century as well as the manners of individual artists.
In his chapter Ruolo delle pitture in Roma, Mancini revealed various
approaches to dating and attributing paintings. Although his presentation
and methods do not always appear very systematic, it is possible to discern
some of the dominant methods he employed and how he then organized the
results according to the very taxonomies – nation, century, manner, master,
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1. The Death of Dido, Vatican Vergil, ca. 400, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vat. Lat.
3225. © HIP/Art Resource, NY.

and name of artist – he had urged his readers to apply to the observation
of paintings.42 Mancini organized this chapter roughly chronologically, using
established historical information to date the paintings he had observed.
When considering the paintings in the Pyramid of Caius Cestius, for instance,
he linked the monument to the Bridge of Cestius, which he noted had been
mentioned in Tacitus’ Annals, concluding that the paintings belonged to the
same era as this text.43 Once Mancini had established the period of history,
he sought the names of potential artists who had lived at that time, proposing
in this case that the paintings had been executed by a member of the Fabij
family.44 This method of attribution matched monuments to potential artists
according to intersecting dates.
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In another instance, Mancini divulged a different strategy, one that he had
hinted at in the quotation above. Writing about the paintings in San Francesco
a Ripa, Mancini connected these to the Anguillara family on the grounds that
this family’s coat of arms appeared throughout the church. Then, identifying a
portrait of a figure holding a church, which he presumed to be the Anguillara
patron, he dated the paintings to before 1300 on the basis of the style of the
costumes worn by the patron and other figures.45
Mancini recognized that these methods, useful as a starting point, were
not very precise and developed a more complex methodological variant in
order to date the art of the Middle Ages and early Renaissance, integrating
textual sources, inscriptions, and stylistic evidence. He often secured this progression by reference to the dates of the reigns of individual popes to which
he linked specific artistic commissions.46 Inscriptions, on which he frequently
depended, informed him in one of two ways: either by providing an actual
date or by revealing a period of time through the style of the lettering, a stylistic clue Mancini had noted in the passage above. For instance, Mancini relied
upon a correspondence between common opinion and the style of the script
to date the Vatican Virgil, when he wrote that this manuscript was generally
believed to have been both written and painted by Tacitus (fig. 1).47 Mancini
believed the style of lettering confirmed the received date.48 He verified consistency of dating in the historical sources, checking to see if dates of patrons,
artists and works corresponded and inspecting inscriptions, coats of arms,
portraits, or other identifying information that might resolve inconsistencies.
He would seek the names of potential artists known to have worked either
for an individual patron or in a given period in Rome, and he sometimes compared a manner with other known works by the same artist. Here again, a
significant factor was the probability of intersecting dates.
Examining a particular example further demonstrates Mancini’s dependence upon textual sources and the degree to which he was invested in
disproving Vasari’s claims of Florentine primacy in the rebirth of painting.
Writing about the relative absence of artistic production during the period of
the papal schism, Mancini adhered to Vasari’s attribution to Pietro Cavallini
of paintings and mosaics in Santa Maria in Trastevere. He suggested a new
chronology, however, dating Cavallini’s works (incorrectly), to ca. 1400 instead
of to the previous century. To do so, Mancini linked Cavallini’s mosaics to the
patronage of Cardinal Pietro Stefaneschi, who died in 1417.49 Stefaneschi’s
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dates could be established through visual and textual evidence, his portrait
and the inscription on his tomb; these Mancini took to provide indisputable
evidence.50 Strikingly, Mancini suggested that Vasari himself had applied similar methods of linking artists to patrons in order to make attributions, though
he accused the Aretine writer of having conflated two members of the Stefaneschi family and having incorrectly concluded that Cavallini’s patron was the
earlier one.
From the perspective of modern art historical knowledge, Mancini’s
approach initially appears unimpressive. Yet a consideration of both Mancini’s
own conceptual framework and the constraints under which he was operating demonstrates the sophistication of his methods. Mancini fused a biological conception of stylistic perfection and decline, a framework uniting
chronology and quality, to a linear historical chronology. In evaluating the
relative perfection of a painting according to a biological conception of birth,
adolescence, maturity, and old age, a connoisseur might propose a likely
sequence of works within a given period, but in order to establish actual dates,
this progression had to be united to a linear chronological sequence. Regarding Cavallini, whom Vasari categorized among pupils of Giotto, Mancini’s
dating not only loosened any potential tie between them, but also implied
that Cavallini surpassed Giotto. Nevertheless, Mancini argued that period
styles were not absolutely homogeneous in quality; artists such as Annibale
might surpass their contemporaries and rival those of a superior period
style.51 In dating Cavallini’s works to ca. 1400, Mancini established the Roman
artist’s independence and supremacy in a period that saw few active painters
and little artistic production. This further bolstered Mancini’s claims, for in a
period seeing a dearth of commissions, what other artist could have emerged
than one of considerable merit, like Cavallini?
Stefano Pierguidi demonstrates that Mancini made attributions as well on
the basis of comparative stylistic analysis, as Mancini affirmed in recognizing paintings by the artist il Viterbese – an artist ignored by Vasari.52 Mancini
declared that he learned of this artist from the curate of the church of San
Simeone and Giuda, where he saw one of his works, after which he made
other attributions on the basis of comparison.53 In another instance, Mancini performed stylistic comparisons, linking paintings in various Roman
churches and attributing them to the same hand, though he confessed he
could not identify the artist by name, because no signature could be read on
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the pictures in this group.54 Stylistic analysis was always implicit in Mancini’s
Ruolo delle pitture, although it was underemphasized relative to the authoritative historical information Mancini sought in signatures, dates, and inscriptions. Mancini did not envision his Considerazioni principally as an inventory
of attributions he had carried out, nor as a simple how-to guide. Rather, his
project was one of establishing and organizing historical knowledge so as to
facilitate the production of further knowledge. As Mancini declared in inventorying artists in his Discorso (the chapter would become Ruolo dei pittori), »in the
following catalog the name and surname will be noted and the city or place of
all of them that there have been up until now from the rebirth of painting, [...]
leaving the earlier centuries, because about some painters either the name is
not known or, having the name of the painters, there are no works.«55 Mancini
sought to match paintings to painters’ names and to produce a foundation for
a universal history of painting in Rome.
In light of how Mancini organized his treatise – and he evidently rethought
the structure when expanding the Discorso into the Considerazioni – he set
himself the task of organizing and presenting historical material in a variety of
ways, evidently in order to facilitate continual expansion and incorporation of
new knowledge (and he indeed added to his treatise until the end of his life).
His treatise presented historical material and stylistic classifications that could
be variously accessed and applied to the observation and recognition of as yet
uncatalogued paintings. Both his chapter Ruolo delle pitture in Roma and his
Viaggio per Roma per vedere le pitture set forth largely the same material, but
they were organized in distinct modes to permit readers to access the material according either to chronology or in the form of a guidebook to the art in
various regions of Rome, which would facilitate direct observation. This dual
presentation of the same material encouraged readers to observe paintings
directly and to classify them historically, facilitating comparisons between
objects already inventoried and those that were not yet recorded.
Mancini recognized that the major challenge for the conoscitore, considering the breadth of knowledge he needed to be able to activate, was an
organizational one. This was so not only insofar as an intendente typically
was engaged in organizing his own collection of material objects, but more
importantly in the development and organization of his visual and historical
memory. In fact, for Mancini, organizing a collection functioned as a mechanism to develop both visual memory and the skills of recognition. This is
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attested through advice Giulio Mancini sent to his brother, Deifebo. If »you
[Deifebo] would put together the[ir] drawings and make a book of them,
putting those of the Carracci together […] and those of Raphael, and so on,
hand by hand, I don’t doubt that you will [come to] know« the styles of individual painters.56

Judging Upon Request
In an era in which Rome witnessed numerous construction and demolition
projects that yielded up both pagan and Christian antiquities, regular opportunities arose in which archaeological discoveries required identification and
classification. Mancini’s chapter Ruolo delle pitture in Roma repeatedly referred
to recently recovered objects and suggested that Mancini had inspected some
of these works.57 A man with his historical knowledge and keen eye would
have offered valuable services to his patrons and collectors in his capacity to
identify and date objects newly come to light.
A similar performance of artistic judgment, either of contemporary or
Renaissance paintings or of antiquities, came to be an increasingly soughtafter spectacle in seventeenth-century elite culture. As Mancini stated in the
opening sentence of his Discorso, he set out to prepare an art lover to evaluate
a painting upon request. In this treatise he declared that:
»My intention is to consider and propose some considerations with
which a man who has a taste for a similar study [of painting] can easily
give a true account of a painting presented to him for examination, and
consequently then, in serving a prince with similar pleasures [in painting], can serve him in this business.«58
An almost identical sentence begins the Considerazioni.59 With the rapid development in collecting, particularly in Rome, knowledge of painting would bring
credit to any intendente who could make similar rapid-fire pronouncements.60
Calls for impromptu judgments might come about because of curiosity
to hear another’s opinion while following the progression of a commission
or upon the reception and authentication of newly purchased or delivered
pictures. On these occasions, the collector or buyer often requested this service from friends or associates who were known intendenti. When Mancini
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received a painting of Moses by Guercino in 1624 as a gift from his nephew, two
of his associates in the papal court were on hand to receive it and immediately
authenticate it.61 An even more telling example of the way in which collectors
and courtiers were expected to make spontaneous judgments of painting is
attested to by letters from the Barberini agent, Gregorio Panzani, at the court
of Charles I and Henrietta Maria, concerning the reception of Italian paintings
sent by Cardinal Francesco Barberini. Initially the pictures were shown to the
Queen and her ladies-in-waiting, who approved of them.62 Shortly thereafter
they were presented to the king and those he invited to accompany him.
Upon notice of the pictures’ arrival, the king and each of his guests, including
Inigo Jones and the Earls of Arundel, Howard and Pembroke, immediately ran
to inspect them. In the circles of elite collectors such as these, the first look at
a painting and any pronouncement about its authorship and perfection were
evidently matters of urgency. This suggests that connoisseurs sought out the
opportunity to make the first judgments of a painting because these were
seen as authoritative.
Although the documentation about this performative reception of paintings at the Stuart court underscores the immediacy with which pictures were
judged – Inigo Jones being described as approving of them the »very moment
[…] [he] saw the pictures« – and intentionally highlights the visual acuity of
those engaged in artistic judgment, contemporary processes of authentication and evaluation did not rely upon visual analysis or observation alone,
nor were judgments always spontaneous.63 A precious detail from the same
correspondence reveals the authoritative status of textual evidence in the
authentication of painting, even if the contents of this textual evidence may
have been unknown to Jones. In one of Panzani’s letters, the Barberini agent
reported how Jones had boasted that he had authenticated almost all of the
pictures correctly. However, Jones’ identification of the artists had occurred
after Charles I had removed labels that Panzani had previously attached to
the pictures with the names of each of the painters, the king’s objective being
to force Jones either to guess or (as Jones thought) to demonstrate his extensive knowledge of Italian painting. This strongly suggests that Jones was able
to boast about his visual expertise precisely because this skill was still relatively rare; relying upon textual evidence or written inscriptions, even if added
in the form of labels bearing the authors’ names, still was more common and
held more sway.64
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Considering that Barberini sent Panzani information about various Italian
artists before he had even sent the gift of pictures to the English court
strongly suggests that Barberini was the source of the attributions on the
labels Charles later removed. Panzani and Barberini had corresponded at
some length concerning both contemporary and Renaissance artists in the
process of identifying the tastes and inclinations of Charles I. On June 6
1635, Francesco Barberini briefly outlined the styles and reputations of
Pietro da Cortona, Domenichino, Lanfranco, Poussin, Francesco Albani, Guido
Reni, and the Carracci. The Cardinal’s knowledge of these artists was surely
acquired in part through his own collecting, but his brief comments about the
nature, style, and estimation of contemporary artists also loosely corresponded to information Mancini had already codified in his Considerazioni more
than a decade earlier. This included succinct characterizations of the styles
of individual masters and their reputations. The Cardinal nephew certainly
knew Mancini’s treatise on painting, for in 1628 he presented a copy to the
Grand Duke of Tuscany.65 Significantly, Barberini’s remark to Panzani that the
Carracci were esteemed as much as »ancient« painters (by which he meant
Renaissance masters), almost echoed a judgment Mancini had articulated
years earlier, when he noted that Annibale Carracci, who belongs to »our
century, [which is] subsequent [to that of the most perfect period], [is] more
perfect than anyone of the perfect century for painting,« which he considered
to be that of Michelangelo and Raphael.66 In this case stylistic judgment also
implicated periodization, demonstrating that modes of evaluation and classification were interrelated.

Disegno and the Judgment of Painting
Another occasion in which collectors might solicit visual examinations of their
pictures from intendenti occurred during disputes between patrons and artists,
typically concerning remuneration. One such conflict, which occurred within
Mancini’s extended family, prompted numerous requests to family, friends
and associates to inspect a painting and judge its merits. As in the reception
of paintings in the Stuart court, this incident attests to the degree to which the
judgment of painting in the seventeenth century had become a collaborative
endeavor, uniting men across social, economic and professional boundaries,
and requiring the sharing together of their experiences and learning. It also
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attests to the complicated role of
drawing in the artistic judgment
of painting.
The dispute involved payment
for a lost painting by Giovanni
Lanfranco representing the Martyrdom of St. Bartholomew, which
had

been

commissioned

by

Giulio Mancini for his family chapel in Siena and that remained
unfinished and partially or completely unpaid upon Mancini’s
death on August 22, 1630 (fig. 2).
Michele Maccherini associates a
preparatory drawing in Oxford
with this commission.67 A long
correspondence between Deifebo and the artist as well as
friends of the Mancini brothers
ensued. Lanfranco implied in
his earliest surviving letter to

2. Giovanni Lanfranco, Compositional Drawing of the

Deifebo of November 16, 1630,

Martyrdom of Saint Bartholomew, ca. 1629/30, Oxford,

that the two had already corre-

Christ Church Picture Gallery, Inv. JBS/595. © by Permis-

sponded, and that Deifebo had

sion of the Governing Body of Christ Church, Oxford.

declared that the price, which
we later learn must have been
at least 500 scudi, was exorbitant.68 In spite of Deifebo’s apparent refusal to
pay this, Lanfranco pressed him for instructions about what he should do
with the painting, so that »the fee [premio] not be delayed.«69 In response,
Deifebo, who had not seen the altarpiece and who could not travel to Rome,
demanded a sketch. This provoked Lanfranco, who on November 30 adopted a more aggressive tone, refraining from all conventional demonstrations
of courtesy. »The last letter of Vostra Signoria has given me an incredible
sense of disgust [disgusto] […] for the little satisfaction that you take in the
work, lowering the price and demanding the sketch [skizzo].«70 Lanfranco
flatly refused, stating that he did not have apprentices who could execute
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the drawing, and in any case, it was not customary to produce one after a
painting was finished.71 This was highly ironic. Only a few years earlier,
Lanfranco had commissioned and circulated a print after a drawing he himself
had perhaps made in order to persuade beholders that Domenichino had
stolen Agostino Carracci’s invention for the Last Communion of St. Jerome
(Pinacoteca, Bologna) for his painting of the same subject, now in the Pinacoteca Vaticana.72 It is even more ironic considering that Lanfranco, in a subsequent letter of February 8, 1631, argued that, »it is impossible, even by one [a
beholder] most diligent, to give a judgment of a colored work« on the basis
of a drawing.73 Instead, Lanfranco offered Deifebo a substitution for direct
observation in the form of a verbal description of his altarpiece, a solution
permitting him to mount multiple arguments for maintaining his required
price.
»The painting […] beyond the landscape, represents a history of fourteen
or fifteen figures, almost all as large as life size, and more [of them], that
is, the saint tied to a tree, with three scoundrels [manigoldi] who flay him,
a woman who’s knelt down in the act of veneration, two armed soldiers
[…] and many others […] and in the air an angel who presents the crown
and palm to the saint. I have described it so, so that you, having considered the invention, expression, coloring and number of figures and their
unity [concerto], all things that require long toil of mind and hand and
great time to put together, will judge of the suitability of the price.«74
Significantly, the structure of Lanfranco’s description and his language bear
certain analogies to Mancini’s requirements for recognizing the perfection of
a history painting. Lanfranco began by referring to the location where the
action takes place before turning to the actions of the main figures. Similarly, Mancini began his analysis of history painting with the setting, and then
focused principally on the actions and expressions of the figures.75 According
to Lanfranco, the painting’s artistic value resided principally in its invention,
in the expressions and unity of the action, the last two elements being those
Mancini identified as most significant to this genre.76 This was no coincidence.
Lanfranco was well-informed about Mancini’s theories of painting, having
confessed that the Canon of St. Peter’s contributed deeply to the appearance
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of the Martyrdom: »I endured so much labor to please Monsignore, doing and
undoing the disegno and the painting more times with my great toil [fatica]
and disgust in order to give him pleasure.«77 Mancini must have articulated
his theories, critical terminology, and methods of observing and judging art
to the painter for, as the art collector Agostino Chigi, Rector of the Sienese
Hospital of Santa Maria della Scala declared, the figures had been superior
while the Monsignor was alive.78 Additionally, Lanfranco’s verbal description
in turn would have prompted Deifebo to reconstruct in his mind’s eye a visual
image bearing analogies to his brother’s precepts concerning history painting.
Here the modality of inner visualization could have been informed by textual
knowledge and criticism. Lanfranco encouraged Deifebo to pay an exorbitant
sum by demonstrating his own facility in judging art and by characterizing
his composition in terms he may have thought a cognoscente (particularly the
brother of Giulio Mancini) equated with quality.79
As the conflict between Deifebo and Lanfranco grew heated, both factions
increasingly availed themselves of artists, friends and intendenti to give their
opinions on the work. On the side of Deifebo, those invited to judge or provide relevant information about the painting included collectors, scholars and
clerics, members of the medical profession, and artists, a list that demonstrates how the judgment of and payment for a single painting might engage
a patron’s extensive social network.80 The invitations to inspect the painting
were not necessarily spontaneous; Mancini’s nephew, Cesare Perini informed
Deifebo about various individuals he intended to ask to observe and judge
it, but if occasions arose he may have caught the ear of a sympathetic friend
and asked him to observe the picture and spontaneously give his opinion.
By June 1631, Perini suggested in a letter to Deifebo that Chigi thought auctioning the picture off was a good idea. Further, Chigi recommended that to
bolster the reputation of the picture, an inscription reading »Opera del Lanfranchi,« be attached to it, a suggestion that confirms that the attachment of
a label could provide authoritative evidence of a painting’s quality as well as
providing an attribution.81 The value of labels is scarcely surprising considering that Mancini and his contemporaries regarded inscriptions as providing
authoritative historical evidence. This fact may have fostered the estimation
of similar forms of documentation, even if they accompanied, but did not
replace visual evidence.
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Mancini articulated a conception of observation and recognition – precise
and comprehensive looking – that facilitated taxonomical classification of
painting in accordance with categories of national and period styles and individual manners. Far from being a science of the eye alone, early connoisseurship, as Mancini outlined it, entailed a lengthy process of gathering, sorting,
and cross-checking both visual and textual information in order to establish
and refine the history of art. This lengthy process involved an initial examination of the paintings in Roman monuments and churches, the tracking of
relevant documentation concerning the monuments, patrons, and periods
in which objects were produced and an analysis of stylistic characteristics,
gathered and analyzed over time against related objects and styles, in order
to establish a correspondence between historical documentation and visual
evidence. Perfected over time, these skills eventually permitted connoisseurs
to perform spontaneous acts of judgment upon request. Early connoisseurship involved a conjunction of various modes of evaluation and varied forms
of evidence. For Mancini, methods of dating might entail judgments of artistic
quality that could also lead to attributions. At other times, attributions might
emerge from a correspondence of historical and visual information and on
still others, attributions might remain tentative, involving no more than a convergence of dates or a selection of a potential artist from the Ruolo dei pittori.
The examples above demonstrate that the conjunction of visual and textual
evidence was a normative expectation of evaluation. This is borne out as well
in contemporary instances of forgery and this tendency carries on into the
eighteenth-century and in the recommendations of Jonathan Richardson.82
Although Mancini was a keen observer of art, his treatises demonstrate that
over time, his project evolved from the genre of advice literature to a comprehensive (though unfinished) reference manual historically documenting and
classifying the paintings in Rome. At heart, Mancini, like many of his contemporaries, still regarded texts as rather more authoritative, even as he recommended and perfected new modes of observation.
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